
Dear Sir/Madam, 

In regards to the review of Superannuation, I can not for the life of Me understand why a 

Government who are elected by the People for the People in order to improve Peoples lives 

on the majority, would have such a current process in place that yet again rewards the 

Wealthy in Tax benefits and fails to look after the majority of hard working Australian 

People, and fails to help the Aussie Battlers who have contributed 50+ Working years of their 

lives to building a better Australia. 

 

It would seem very counter productive for Australia and Australians to be rewarding the 

Wealthy who all ready have vast sums of Money accumulated, most likely at the expense of 

the Aussie worker ( Battler ) and to then want to give the Wealthy even more, which will no 

doubt end up in some Offshore Tax haven to ensure they pay little or no Tax, again at the 

expense of the Aussie battler. 

 

Surely common sense ought to tell You that if the Aussie battler were to be able to purchase a 

Home and provide for Retirement sooner, and be able to afford a reasonable Retirement 

earlier (1) they would release jobs for Our Younger People who would then have a future to 

look forward to of buying a Home, having a Family and stimulating the Economy, and 

generating further Taxes for Governments and Communities. 

 

(2) That most of the extra Wealth they would receive would be spent in Local Communities 

thus creating jobs, and further income and Taxes for the Government and Communities and 

then We all as a Community benefit from that, so would it not make greater sense to split the 

49 Billion Superannuation pool up amongst the Aussie battlers and give them the Tax breaks? 

 

If the Wealthy are continued to be given the Tax breaks, there will be no real benefit for 

Australia or Australians, as these People are all about not paying Taxes, only to benefit 

themselves sadly and is this the Country We have become, and Our Diggers fought for? 

 

Australia that Our Diggers fought for was about giving People a fair go and They traded 

Their lives for a better Australia and for Aussie Battlers who came behind them, I have met 

very few wealthy People who share the Sentiment of Our diggers sadly in that respect, they 

are about them and as much as They can get and hang the cost of every one else, lets face it 

after 1 million Dollars how much do You really need?  

 

The Battler is expected to tighten Their belt through out life, but that should not be at Their 

expense because of the Wealthy taking a ever larger slice of the pie any way they can, that is 

not a ( FAIR Go ) upon what Our Nation was built on, time to give back to the Battlers Who 

built Our Country and reward them for Their Blood Sweat and Tears is the least that should 

be done. 

 

Regards 

 

Ron Kahmann  

 


